Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Vehicle routing problem (VRP) consists in determining a set of routes to visit a set customers, in order to minimize the path length. Different versions of the VRP exist. If customers are only available in a time windows, a VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) is considered. Basic variants of the VRP consider the route planning for a vehicle fleet in a single period (shift). In that case, the vehicles return to the depot before the end of the shift. This problem originates from a healthcare routing issue \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. When the health care company ships products to medical sites, if overtime is allowed, performance could be significantly improved. For example, if a location scheduled for the next shift is on the current return route to the depot, a limited overtime allows the vehicle to serve it. This can significantly reduce the workload of the next shift. On one hand, overtime reduces the total number of shifts necessary to complete the work. On the other, the continuous use of overtime can lead to crew health problems \[[@CR4]\]. Since overtime increases the chance of micro-sleep in car drivers \[[@CR5]\], company manager could be accused of vehicle collision due to wrong workload scheduling \[[@CR6]\]. Indeed, shift planning should maintain shift duration as constant as possible.

Uncertainty on travel and processing time can lead to unexpected overtime and performance reduction. Frequently, in optimization problems, data are supposed to be known with certainty. However, in practice this is infrequent. More generally, real data are dependent on uncertainty due to their irregular nature. Since the solution of the optimization problem typically shows a great tendency to data disruption, overlooking the ambiguity of the data can lead to non-optimal or unrealistic solutions for a real case. Robust Optimization is a significant technique to address optimization problems subject to uncertainty \[[@CR7]\]. In this case, a methodology is needed to analyze the trade-off between performance and robustness.

On one hand, Stochastic VRP (SVRP) was introduced in \[[@CR8]\] when uncertainty is statistically known. See \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] for a complete review of SVRP. On the other, Fuzzy set theory is a useful approach to handle non-stochastic uncertainty \[[@CR11]\]. Fuzzy sets theory is widely adopted for studying the influence of uncertain factors on VRP \[[@CR12]--[@CR20]\]. In these works, Fuzzy VRP is analyzed and fuzzy set theory is adopted to manage such uncertain data.

In this paper, we examine a multi-shift VRP with travel and processing time modeled as Fuzzy Numbers. The objective consists in reducing both overtime and makespan. The question we considered is derived from a routing problem in maintenance activities as reported in \[[@CR21]--[@CR25]\]. A maintenance team performs jobs in different sites using a vehicle for movements. A crew works in shifts and should come back to the depot before the shift ends. The goal is completing the maintenance activities in various places reducing both overtime and makespan. We investigate the influence of the uncertainty of driving and job processing time on the objective.

The originality of the paper consists in the meta-heuristic approach adopted to solve the problem. Indeed, our meta-heuristic uses a 2-factor ranking method, based on overtime and makespan, to sort the solution set at each step. Consequently, a Pareto set of optimal solutions exists. Considering the papers already examined and two additional review articles \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\], it can be established that no such an approach exists.

The body of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we report the problem formulation. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we propose the Artificial Immune Heuristic to solve the problem. We present in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} a case study solved with the proposed approach, considering two scenarios: before and after Covid-19 lockdown in Italy (March 9, 2020). We give concluding remarks in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Problem Definition {#Sec2}
==================

In the VRP, we assume a horizon of *P* shifts (periods), and let the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N+1$$\end{document}$ is the origin depot of shift 1. Node $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N+P+1$$\end{document}$ stands for the destination depot of last shift *P*.

A solution problem can be represented as a path in the graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P=2$$\end{document}$ shifts, in the solution reported in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, crew executes task 2, 3 and 5 on first shift, whereas task 1 and 4 are allocated in the second shift. Instead in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b solution, task 1 is anticipated to shift 1. In solution *b*, overtime occurs in shift 1 although makespan decreases (shift 2 duration is minimal).Fig. 1.Example of path and synthetic representation for two solutions

We model the uncertainty on driving and working times with Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFN), see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In particular, fuzzy travel time is indicated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widetilde{\sigma }_{h}$$\end{document}$ become fuzzy and have be analyzed to determine whether overtime occurs.Fig. 2.Triangular Fuzzy Number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to assess whether fuzzy shift duration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Solution Method: Artificial Immune Heuristic {#Sec3}
============================================

Artificial Immune Algorithm (AIA) is a meta-heuristic based on animal immune system \[[@CR28]--[@CR30]\]. This paper proposes a fuzzy AIA to find optimal solutions for the considered problem. In short, AIA stands on behavior of animal immune system that protects against foreign pathogens. Immune system reacts to germs and improves the activity of recognizing and eliminating pathogens by using two principles: clonal selection and affinity maturation. Clonal selection creates new immune cells. Such cells encounter high rate of mutations, along with a selection process.

As reported in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a solution is encoded as a string by using a fixed-length integer code, providing the order in which nodes are reached. For a solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \rho =\min _{h=1,\dots ,P}{\varPhi (\widetilde{\sigma }_{h}\le L)} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Table 1.Proposed algorithmStepDescription*1Initialization*1.1**Fix** the population *popsize*, the No. generations *ng*, the No. clones *nc*, the mutation rate *mr*, the No. mutations *nm*, the No. exchangeable antibodies *nea*1.2**Create** *popsize*/2 initial solutions by Rule1 and produce *popsize*/2 initial solutions by Rule2*2Affinity Computation*2.1**Calculate** the 2-factor affinity ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda ,\rho $$\end{document}$) for each antibody2.2**Determine** Pareto optimal antibodies*3Generate Next Population*3.1**Copy** the Pareto optimal antibodies to the next population3.2**Select** *nc* antibodies randomly and generate *nc* clones of the selected antibodies3.3**Choose** *nm* antibodies, randomly, from *nc* clones and use mutation to create *nm* extra antibodies. Apply each mutation operator with the probability 50%3.4**Include** the *nm* extra antibodies to the next population3.5**Add** *ne* brand new solutions (see Step 2) to the next population3.6**Copy** solutions from current to the next population to reach *popsize* solutions*4Check Stop Condition*4.1**If** *ng* populations have been generated return the Pareto optimal antibodies4.2**otherwise** go to Step 2
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Numerical Results {#Sec4}
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We validated our approach, described in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and we set AIA parameters as follows: population size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A real case study, in the field of elevator maintenance and repair, is considered. Since data obtained from the company are protected from disclosure, we report only summary data. Company and its customers are located in Salento, in the southeast region of Italy. Uncertainty affects driving and working times, inferred from empirical data. Maximum shift duration is set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho <0.5$$\end{document}$ because of the high risk of overtime.Fig. 3.Results for base scenario (a) and lockdown scenario (b)

Another scenario called *lockdown* was analyzed. Because of the environmental changes in travel and processing times during the Italian Covid-19 lockdown period (started on March 9, 2020), maintenance planning was completely redesigned. From one hand, new activities were introduced in the tasks such as cleaning of surfaces using appropriate disinfection methods and wearing personal protective equipment. Crisp working time increased by 8% plus 10 min. Moreover, processing time uncertainty reached 30% of crisp value. From the other, road traffic decreased significantly. Crisp driving times were reduced by 25%.

In lockdown scenario, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows AIA Pareto optimal solutions. Managers experienced difficulties in designing good planning. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho >0.5$$\end{document}$. Significant difference exists between AIA and Manual solutions in the *lockdown* scenario: performing tasks in the same area may not be the best strategy because crew may overrun the shift. On the other hand, a change of zone may lead to a better fit of the tasks in the shift, as travel time is shorter than usual.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

This study presents the single-vehicle routing problem with multi-shift when fuzzy uncertainty is introduced in driving and job processing times. The objective consists of minimizing both the system makespan and shift overtime occurrence. We provide optimal solutions for the decision-maker considering a 2-factor comparison. Our approach was adopted in a real company case study. During the Italian Covid-19 lockdown period, a new robust maintenance planning was rapidly issued. In the future, the possibility of copying only a subset of Pareto optimal solutions in the next population will be investigated.
